
Objective 
This document attempts to explain the need for social features on Hotstar and a few ways it 
could be implemented. 

What is Hotstar? 
Disney+ Hotstar is a video-on-demand service operated by Star India. The service enjoys a 
strong user base of more than 300 Million active users. The platform has over 1 Lac+ hours of 
TV content across 9 languages, which shows that it strives to provide a native experience to a 
very wide Indian audience. 

It is very popular as a platform for watching live sports events, now equipped by a variety of 
movies and TV shows from the massive library of Star Network and Disney, in addition to some 
other prevalent production houses. 

Feature Proposal: What and Why? 

What do we mean by social features? 
The document proposes the need to introduce social features on Hotstar. These features could 
be a amalgamation of the following: 

1. Ability to search for user profiles through the search bar 
2. Ability to follow users 
3. The user page should include name, username and the movie watched 

This feature could also be carried out by an effective back-and-forth integration of 
Letterboxd, a niche, elegantly designed movie discovery platform. 

Why this feature? 
In this article, the present recommendation algorithms are described to be a very unnatural way 
of suggestion, especially with those users who have started out their content journey before 
2010s, a time when AI recommendation algorithms and streaming platforms were scarce and 
fresh. Some users (which contribute to a major chunk of view time on long-form video streaming 
services such as Netflix) have pointed that the modern recommendation algorithms don't show 
what's the best movie/show for them, but only focuses on what's popular with related user 
profiles. 

https://in.mashable.com/tech/16854/an-open-letter-to-the-most-disappointing-algorithms-in-my-life


A lot of people still get movie/show suggestions through their friends, primarily by word-of-mouth 
using social media as a tool, or by third-party recommendation engines such as Letterbox, 
IMDb, Rotten Tomato, etc. 

Social features integrated in Hotstar would ensure the following: 

1. A strong degree of personalization and connection with related users. 
2. Eliminating the pain point of dependence on specialized recommendation engines, 

social networks, messaging apps, etc. 
3. Do away with a feeling of "isolation", especially during a time of lockdown where people 

can't socialize face-to-face. 

User Personas Targeted 

Even though being broadly applicable, the feature is expected to earn the greatest success from 
working adults 20-40 years of age, which encompasses one of the largest number of unique 
visitors on Hotstar (as of 2019), both male and female. 

The hypothesis behind this is that the given user segment consists of busy individuals who like 
to get the best value out of their time in their tight schedules. 

Feature Implementation 

Goals 
1. Give avid content watchers an outlet to look at recommendations with like-minded 

individuals, thus improving engagement and attachment levels. 
2. Consequently, developing a network effect for Hotstar users 
3. Become a one stop destination for humanized content recommendation. 

Procedure of implementation 
*The screenshots are taken from IMDb, Letterboxd, Goodreads and other such platforms. The 
idea is that the orientation of content should remain more or less the same, while the rest could 
be modified by the design team as per the platform's design paradigms. 

Build social features around Hotstar application on mobile and web platforms which could show 
the following: 

● A review page for each movie 
● The user page should include name, username and the movie watched and 

ratings/reviews 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1031391/india-hotstar-male-unique-visitors-by-age/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1031391/india-hotstar-male-unique-visitors-by-age/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1031397/india-hotstar-female-unique-visitors-by-age/#:~:text=In%20March%202019%2C%20Indian%20girls,the%20platform%20that%20same%20month.)
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1031397/india-hotstar-female-unique-visitors-by-age/#:~:text=In%20March%202019%2C%20Indian%20girls,the%20platform%20that%20same%20month.)
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/network-effect.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/network-effect.asp


● Ways to connect to different users, given people know their Hotstar username 

User search 

A user search query could be distinguished from search of similarly named movie titles by the 
use of @ (at sign) character. Slack uses a similar search mechanism to search for team 
members over messages. 

This will also ensure that the user is searching what they intend to search, providing a seamless 
search experience. 

User profile 

A user profile is generated which contains the following details in a formatted order 

● User name 
● Profile picture 
● Button for users to follow their recommendation 
● Number of movies watched a list of followers/following 
● Movies watched pane displaying movies watched and rated by users 
● [FOR ONE'S OWN PROFILE] A list of followers and an option to "block" any of them if 

felt the need to do so by the user. 

Need for omitting a "bio" and other such generic details: 

● Hotstar is not a social platform, and features which the usual social platforms have could 
discourage the time users spend watching actual movies. 

● They might entertain the possibility of having external links to websites, which could 
○ Redirect user to an external platform (possibly a platform that competes for user 

attention) 
○ House malicious or inappropriate content 

Need for only including user name 

● Reddit executes the feature well by ensuring a certain degree of anonymity. 
● Instagram safeguards its users by adding friction to targeted user searches on its 

platform too. 



 

Example for inspiration: Letterboxd's profile page showing a gallery view of movies watched; their respective ratings, 
and small number for stats. Some elements might just be done away with in case of Hotstar. 

 

Profile page for Goodreads, displaying a list of "friends" (instead of followers/following), a pane of books read and a 
chronological list of books progressed through. 

  



Movie/show home page 

The movie page will serve the following changes 

● A line of content saying xyz and 5 others also watched... (could be replicated on the 
main home page as well) 

● A line displaying the IMDb ratings could also be availed 

 

On Disney+ Hotstar's desktop site, there's still screen real estate to add detail item 1 in the red area, and ratings and 
other metrics in the green area, as highlighted in the screenshot. 

Customized Notifications 

To ensure that users are well aware of the new feature, and also to ensure stickiness, 
notifications could be rolled out which look something like this: 

"@Rahul5894 just finished watching S04/EP02 of 'Yeh Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai.' Go ahead and 
watch it now!" 

"@Preeti68 binged the entire season of Hostages this Saturday. Can you?" 

"@silvershady watched Housefull 4 and absolutely loved it. Give it a try?" 

Success Metrics 
These are the following success metrics, in the given order: 

1. Number of times customized push notifications opened 



○ To be varied in frequency per following and then assessed further 
2. Average number of people followed per user 
3. Average number of hours spent per A/B segment (discussed in Method and Process of 

roll out [2]) 
4. %age of users opting for visibility while onboarding (discussed in Method and Process of 

roll out [1]) 

Method and Process of roll out 

1. The update with the provision to add user names should be rolled out in a single update 
for all the users and a new landing page should be given out to the users with the 
provision of marking themselves "visible." This will ensure that the user is more in control 
of their presence on the platform. Alpha by March 2021. Beta by June 2021. 

2. Following which, notifications, following capabilities, user pages and changes in UI 
elements should be completed. A/B testing to be followed for understanding feature 
success. Alpha by April 2021 Beta by July 2021 

3. Further features (to be proposed after analyzing success metrics) Alpha by Jan 2021 
Beta by Dec 2021 

NB: Deadlines are subject to change depending on the development workforce volume. 

Further Use Cases 
There can be a plethora of services that could be built around the feature proposed, such as: 

1. Live chat feature in live streams of popular sports events (e.g. IPL) which could 
increase user engagement and experience, giving the streaming service a stadium-like 
experience. Usage of Facebook-like reactions or team-based cheering features could 
add to the user delight. 

2. Cross-linkage of recommendation engines (like that of Amazon & Goodreads) which 
helps users to navigate to their favorite movies/TV shows/events from popular 
recommendation engines in the community. This will also promote acquisition from these 
external platforms (Log in through Rotten Tomatoes/IMDb/Letterboxd is something that 
could also be promoted) 

3. Watch parties could also take place where users could enter a password protected 
room and watch movies together at a scheduled time, making an OTT movie-watching 
experience truly social. It could also help in preventing instances of content piracy 
through platforms like Discord, when a registered user might 'share' content with multiple 
others. 



 

Watch on SonyLiv button could be replaced by a similar one for Disney+ Hotstar on platforms like IMDb (subject to 
business association). 

 

Goodreads' association with Amazon helps it to have a separate button for redirection. 



Open Points for Discussion 
What are the features that could be added post username creation and all the essential related 
things as proposed (expand from “Further Use Cases”). This could give the team direction and 
further motivation to build social features. 
 


